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SEATTLE, WASHINGTON AND NATIONAL GROUPS CONDEMN ANTI-GAY “GROUNDSWELL CONFERENCE”

Exodus International’s “therapy” for LGBT youth is unproven, unsafe and abusive

SEATTLE (October 24, 2005)—Youth advocacy groups from Seattle, Washington state and around the country explain on Wednesday their concerns about a local conference organized by Exodus International. Exodus advocates what they call “freedom from homosexuality” through religious ministry and lay counseling and advocates so-called “reparative therapy” for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) youth.

“The widely discredited Exodus International ‘ex-gay’ ministries now appears to be recruiting young people to deliver their dangerous and misguided message in schools,” said PFLAG (Parents, Friends and Family of Lesbians and Gays) in a statement released today. “They would have Christian young people become their newest evangelical weapon by training them how to badger their gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and questioning peers with the message that they can and should ‘change.’”

Representatives from the Safe Schools Coalition; Washington Association of Churches; the Religious Coalition on Equality; Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG); and the Gay Lesbian Straight Education Network (GLSEN) will join parents, clergy, educators, mental health professionals, survivors of these kinds of ministries, and openly gay youth on Wednesday, October 26, at a press conference where they will highlight the dangerous and discredited methods employed by Groundswell. The press conference will be held at Hildebrand Hall, Plymouth Congregational Church, 1217 6th Ave., at 11 a.m.
“These conferences reinforce the beliefs and fears of parents and youth workers who see LGBT youth as mentally ill or sinful and destined for a lonely, self-destructive life,” said the Safe Schools Coalition, a Seattle-based national organization. “Attending a conference like this may increase the chances a minister or family will forcibly subject a child to reprogramming efforts. Mainstream health and mental health organizations representing nearly half a million professionals, including The American Academy of Pediatrics, the American Psychiatric Association and the American Psychological Association consider it unethical for a helping professional to attempt such psychotherapy.”

“Our local and national organizations believe in the health and resilience of LGBT youth and don't believe they have to change to be healthy and whole,” said Kathy Sakahara, who serves on the board of the Religious Coalition for Equality. “Seattle youth will hear from us loudly and clearly this week that they are welcome and loved as they are.”

Additional information is available and will be updated online at: http://www.safeschoolscoalition.org/ResponsestoExodusConf.html. Press conference speakers and other national experts on the dangers of “reparative therapy” are available for interviews upon request, as are additional educators, parents, and youth.
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